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Insurance Fraud Murder

It's the year nineteen sixty-nine and a molishes crime has just taken place. The murder of Aidan. Found in the

middle of Cathy woods, Aidan, five bullets to the chest. The gang, Proper Noun , Noun ,

Noun , and Noun are on the run to Tahiti Island. In twenty-eight hours, they will arrive at the

island. They check the news, Nick Wellington has been caught for the murder of Aidan Kenny.

The backstory, Sara and Teah have been setting up Nick for a framing. They have been getting the bank

accounts ready for the transfer of Aidan's insurance money from his Noun . Bryce got Nicks

Noun from working with him in the office and he put Nicks prints on the Noun that shot Aidan

, which was also stolen from the Noun locker. While all of this was going on, Noah, a Noun

dealer placed drugs in Nicks house to plant more evidence for the other detectives to find. Sara and Teah talked

to other Lawyers that owed them favors to make the story go against Nick to get him in Noun no matter

what. They also asked for a beginner judge so they could easily confuse him into Noun certain evidence

that might help him get out from going to jail. The day of the trial came and everyone was sworn in. Nick

pleaded not guilty as he truly didn't do it but for everyone to get their big lump of Noun and disappear

they needed to show Nick did do the murder. Sara and Teah presented the case to the judge and the jury and

Nick was convicted of Noun in the first degree and sentenced to five years in prison. They all went and

got everything ready to leave and they had to grab one more person on there way to the Noun because

Aidan really wasn't dead they Noun evidence that made it look like Aidan had been Noun in

killed but it was really someone else made to look like Aidan. On the island, they all got new identities, dyed and

cut



their hair, and got two homes that they all shared. Aidan got the most money. Afterward, they looked into good

paying jobs after a couple of years, they lived happily ever after.
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